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Abst rac t - -New methods for the approximate numerical integration of the one-dimensional SchrS- 
dinger equation are developed in this paper. Complete phase-lag analysis of the new methods is 
included. These new methods are called embedded methods because of a simple natural error control 
mechanism. Numerical results obtained for a one-dimensional Schr6dinger quation show the validity 
of the developed theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the Schr5dinger equation has been the subject of great activity, the aim being to 
achieve a fast and reliable algorithm that generates a numerical solution (see [1-23]). 
The one-dimensional SchrSdinger equation has the form 
r,, + 1 + V(x)  - k 2] y(x) .  (1) y"(x)  = [ _7  
Equations of this type occur very frequently in theoretical physics, for example [21], and there is 
a real need to be able to solve them both efficiently and reliably by numerical methods. In (1), 
the function W(x) = l(l + 1)/x 2 + V(x) denotes the effective potential, which satisfies W(x) ---* 0 
as x --* oo, k 2 is a real number denoting the energy, l is a given integer, and V is a given function 
which denotes the potential. The boundary conditions are 
y(0) = 0, (2) 
and a second boundary condition, for large values of x, is determined by physical considerations. 
Boundary value methods based on either collocation or finite differences are not very popular 
for the solution of (1) due to the fact that the problem is posed on an infinite interval. Initial 
value methods, such as shooting (see, for example, [17,22,23]), need to take into account he fact 
that ly~(x)l is very large near x = 0. So, it is very inappropriate to use standard library packages 
for the numerical solution of (1). 
One of the most popular methods for the solution of (1) is Numerov 's  method .  This method 
is only of order four, but in practice it has been found to have a performance superior to that of 
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and suggestions. 
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certain higher order four-step methods. The reason for this, as proved in [8], is that the Numerov 
method has the same phase-lag order as the four-step methods, but it has a larger interval of 
periodicity. Another disadvantage of the four-step methods is that with these methods we need 
more starting values. These reasons uggest hat the investigation of linear multistep methods 
is not a fruitful way of deriving efficient high order methods. For the eigenvalue problem of the 
one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation, some high-order methods have been developed for some 
special potentials V(x) which are even functions (see, for example, [19,20]). 
To derive higher order methods, Cash and Raptis [1] have proposed an alternative procedure, 
the Runge-Kutta type or hybrid methods. 
Exponential fitting is another approach for developing efficient methods for the solution of (1). 
This approach is appropriate because for large x and positive k 2 the solution of (1) is pe~odic. 
We mention the exponentially-fitted methods developed by Raptis and Allison [5], Ixaru and 
Rizea [31, Simos [9-11,14], Raptis [6,12,13], Raptis and Cash [71, and Cash, Raptis and Simos [2]. 
In Section 2, we will develop the basic theory for the phase-lag analysis of symmetric two-step 
methods. Two families of explicit methods are proposed in Section 3, and their complete phase- 
lag analysis is developed. In Section 4, a simple error control mechanism, based on the phase-lag 
error, is described. An application of the proposed methods to the one-dimensional Schrhdinger 
equation is presented in Section 5 to show the efficiency of the new methods. 
2. PHASE-LAG ANALYSIS 
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the numerical solution of special second 
order periodic initial-value problems [8,24] 
y" =/ (x ,  y), y (x0) = y0, y' = y;. (3) 
To investigate the stability properties of methods for solving the initial-value problem (3), 
Lambert and Watson [25] introduce the scalar test equation 
y" = -w2y  (4) 
and the interval of periodicity. 
When we apply a symmetric two-step method to the scalar test equation (4), we obtain a 
difference quation of the form 
Yn+l - 2C(H)yn + Yn-1 = 0, (5) 
where g = wh, h is the step length, c(g)  = (B(H)) / (A(H)) ,  where A(H) and B ig  ) are 
polynomials in H and Yn is the computed approximation to y(nh), n = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
The characteristic equation associated with (5) is 
s 2 - 2C(H)s + 1 = 0. (6) 
Bruca and Nigro [26] introduced the frequency distortion as an important property of a 
method for solving special second order initial-value problems. For frequency distortion, other 
authors [24,27-35] use the terms of phase-lag, phase error, or dispersion. From now on, we use 
the term phase-lag. 
In recent years, a significant number of methods with minimal phase-lag have been developed. 
We mention the works of Chawla and Rao [27-30], Gladwell and Thomas [31,32], Van der Houwen 
and Sommeijer [33], Coleman [34], Simos and Raptis [24,35]. 
Following Coleman [34] when we apply a symmetric two-step method to the scalar test equation 
y" = -w2y,  then we have the difference quation (5). The characteristic equation associated 
with (5) is given by (6). The roots of the characteristic equation (6) are denoted as sl and s2. 
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We have the next definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [32,36].) The method (5) is unconditionMly stable if [sl[ _< 1 and Is2[ <_ 1 
for all values of wh. 
DEFINITION 2. Following Lambert and Watson [25], we say that the numerical method (5) has 
an interval of periodicity (0, H2o), if, for all H 2 • (O, H2), sl and s2 satisfy 
Sl = e iO(H) and s2 = e -~°(H), (7) 
where O(H) is a real function of H. For any method corresponding to the characteristic equa~ 
tion (6), the phase-lag is defined (see [37]) as the leading term in the expansion o[ 
t = H - 0(g)  = H - cos- l [c (g) ] .  (8) 
I f  the quantity t = O(H q+l) as H --* O, the order of phase-lag is q. 
DEFINITION 3. [25] The method (5) is P-s tab le  if its interval  of  per iod ic i ty  is (0, oo). 
THEOREM 1. A method which has the characteristic equation (6) has an interval of periodicity 
(0, H02), if for all H 2 • (O, H2)IC(H)I < 1. 
For the proof, see [34]. 
THEOREM 2. About the method which has an interval of periodicity (O, H2), we can write 
cos[O(g)] = C(H), where g 2 e (0, H02). (9) 
For the proof, see [34]. 
We note that van der Houwen and Sommeijer [33] and Coleman [34] have chosen this approach 
to find the phase-lag. Based on this, Coleman [34] arrived at the following remark. 
REMARK 1. If the phase-lag order is q = 2r, then we have 
t = cH 2r+1 + O (H 2r+3) ~ cos(H) - C(H) = cos(H) - cos(H - t) = cH 2r+2 + O (H2r+4). (10) 
With the properties of the interval  of  per iod ic i ty  and the phase-lag, it is easy to see why 
the Numerov's method is so popular for the numerical solution of the SchrSdinger equation, since 
it has a larger interval of periodicity than the sixth-order four-step methods and has the same 
phase-lag order (four) compared with the four-step methods. 
3. THE NEW EMBEDDED METHODS 
In this section, we develop two groups of families of methods with minimal phase-lag. These 
methods have a natural error-control mechanism. Each family of these groups, say b, has a 
phase-lag of order p and the next family b + 1 has a phase-lag of order p + 2. So we can use, as 
in embedded Runge-Kutta methods, the family b + 1 to estimate the error of phase-lag of the 
family b; for this reason, we call these embedded methods .  
3.1. An Embedded Four th  Order  Method 
We consider the following family of explicit methods: 
--2 I /  Y=+I = 2y.  - Y . -1  + n y . ,  (11) 
Yn,k,b = Yn -- ak,bh 2 [Y~+I -- 2~'~,k-l,b + Y~-I] , [ k = l(1)b, (12) 
h2 -#l -It u 
yn+l  - 2yn + yn-1  = [yn+l + 10yn,b,b + (13) 
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where y" = f(x,~, y,),  Y"+I = f(xn+l,Yn+l), YHn,k-l,b ---- f (xn,  Yn,k-l,b), k is the number of the 
layer and b is the number of the family. We note that Yn,o,b = Yn and aa,b a parameter of the above 
system can be chosen to achieve fficiencies in the derived method. It could be chosen to maximize 
the interval of periodicity or minimize the phase-lag. We shall investigate the minimization of 
the phase-lag. One can easily see that in each family, say b, the total number of stages N is given 
by 
N = b + 2. (14) 
Applying the Taylor series expansions of Yn+l, Yn, and Yn-1 about xn in (11)-(13), we obtain 
the following result for the local truncation error (L.T.E.) of the families (11)-(13): 
L.T.E. - 72O 3y 6) + 5 (1 + 120ab,b) y 4)Fn + 0 (hs), (15) 
where Fn = o_~. 
We apply this group of families to the scalar test equation (4). Setting H = wh, we have the 
following difference quation: 
y,~+, - 2C(H)y .  + yn- i  = 0. (16) 
THEOREM 3. For the method given by (11)-(13), the polynomial C(H)  in (16) is given by 
H 2 H 4 b b-1 5 
H 6 5^abbHaZ( - -1 ) 'T  H a~,,bH 2'+2, (17) C(H) = 1 - ~ + -~ + "~ab,b + I'Z ' 
i=1  w=b- i  
where ao,b = 0 and ab,b, aw,b are real numbers with b = 1,2, . . . .  
For the proof, see Appendix A. 
The characteristic equation associated with (16) is 
s 2 - 2C(H)s + 1 = O. (18) 
With the help of Theorems 1 and 2, Definition 2 and Remark 1 of the previous section, we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. For all explicit methods defined by (11)-(13) and for proper ak,b, the phase-Jag is 
cH 2N = cH 2b+4, where c is give~ by 
(-1) N+* (-1) b+3 
c = (2N+ 2)! = (2b+ 6)!' (19) 
where b = 1,2, 3, . . .  is the number of the family. 
PROOF. From Definition 2 and Remark 1 of the previous section, we can conclude that the 
phase-lag of the family of methods (11)-(13) is given as the leading term in the expansion of 
S = cos(H) - C(H) 
H2 (20) 
If we substitute the series expansion of C(H) given by (17) and the Taylor series expansion of 
cos(H) into (20), we have 
oo I" N H 2N "l g 6 H 4 b ~ i b - *  • ~--]g=3 [(-1) ~w'~J--~2ab,b - -5ab,b ~-~,=1(--1) 2 l-L=b_,a,n,bH 2~+2 
S= H~ 
= + 
H 2 H 2 
( - -~  - 5(--1)'--'2"--S ab,bab--*,b...a,,b ~ H2N 
12 ] ( - -1 )  N+I  H2 N +. . .+  H2 + (--~-~- ~) ! . (21)  
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Now, it is obvious that, for proper values of hi,b, k = 1,2, . . .  ,b, we can cancel the terms of 
cosine series and then the phase-lag constant is given by (19). | 
THEOREM 5. We .have 
1 
b = 1,2, . . .  and 
ab,b  - -  300' 
1 (22) 
ab-~,b= 2(2 i+5) (2 i+6) '  i----1(1)5--1, b=2,3  . . . . .  
For the proof, see Appendix B. 
From (22), it can be seen that, for these values of hi,b, i = l(1)b, we have that 
N (_ l )~H~, (23) 
C(H)  = E (2i)! 
i=0  
To find the intervals of periodicity of the family of methods (11)-(13) under the condition to 
have minimal phase-lag of order (H2N) / ( (2N + 2)1), (i.e., for coefficients hi,b, i = l(1)b given 
by (22)), we can see from Theorem 1 that it must be [1 + C(H)] [1 - C(H)] > 0. If we apply the 
polynomial C(H) ,  given by (23) to the above formula and following the proof of Theorem 2 and 
corollary (see [34, pp. 149,150]), it can be seen that the intervals of periodicity for each family of 
methods are given in Table 1. 
This table is fully compatible with Table 1 of [34] for number of stages N _> 3. 
Table 1. Interval of periodicity for the embedded fourth order method, b is the 
number of the family. 
b H~,~ b ~oL 
1 7.57 2 21.48 
3 9.53 4 30.72 
5 9.87 6 37.08 
7 9.87 8 39.18 
9 " 10 39.46 
11 " 12 39.48 
13 " 14 " 
3.2. An  Embedded S ixth  Order  Method  
Based on a similar approach as in Section 3.1, we consider the fbllowing family of explicit 
methods: 
Y,~+I = 2yn - Yn - I  + n y , ,  (24) 
h 2 
~.+1 = 2y.  - y~_, + ]~ [~"+~ + lOy" + y;~_,], (25) 
1 h 2 
= - "  25" " 1 Yn+l/2 1~ [5~n+' + 146yn - 47yn-,] + ~ [-59yn+ 1+ 1438y~ + "~Yn-lJ , 
(26) 
1 h 2 
(27) 
~.,k,b = Y- - ak,b h ~ [ (y--"+~ -- 2~",~_~,b + Y"_,) 
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- - "  - ~ /  +~'  ~1 '  k= 4 (yn+i/2 2yn,k_l, b Y.-I/2) I l(1)b, (28) 
_,, + , ,  (-,, -,, )] 
: Yn+I/2 Yn+l -- 2y, + Yn-1 -60 Yn+l ÷ 26Yn,b,b Yn-1 ÷ 16 + Yn-1/2 
where y~ = f(xn,yn), Y'~+I = f(xn+l,Yn+l), Y'n~+l/2 = f(zn+l/2,Yn+u2), Y'~-1/2 = f(z,~-l/2, 
~,~-1/2), Y'~,k-l,b = f(xn,Y,,k-l ,b), Yn+l = f(X,+l,Y,+l) ,  k is the number of the layer, b is the 
number of the family, and Yn,o,b : Yn. We note that ak,b has the same use as in the previous 
family of Section 3.1. If we follow the definition of a stage given by Coleman in [34], then we 
observe that, in (24)-(29), each of the couple of formulas (24),(25), and (26),(27) corresponds to 
a stage. Then one can easily see that in each family, say b, the total number of stages N is given 
by 
Y = b + 3. (30) 
Applying the Taylor series expansions of Yn+l, Yn, and Yn-1 about x,~ in (24)-(29), we have 
the following result for the local truncation error (L.T.E.) of the families (24)-(29): 
L.T.E. = 120960 y(ns) + - -  + 3276ab,b y(6) 
+ + 4368ab,b ~,~ -n + 105y(~ 5 O (h 9) (31) 
where  F .  = - dF  
We apply this group of families to the scalar test equation (4). Setting H = wh, we get a 
difference quation of the form (16). 
THEOREM 6. For the method given by (24)-(29), the polynomial C(H) in (16) is given by 
b b-1 
H 2 H 4 H 6 13 13 H4 6i 
c(g)  = 1 - -2- + 24 --720 + 2-~0 ab'bgs + 2-~-0 ab'b E H U~,b- ~r2i+4, (32) 
i=1 w=b-i 
where no, b = 0 and ab,b, aw,b are real numbers with b = 1, 2 , . . . .  
For the proof, see Appendix C. 
The characteristic equation associated with (16) is (18). 
As in the previous Section 3.1 with the help of Theorems 1 and 2, and Remark 1 of Section 2, 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. For all explicit methods defined by (24)-(29) and for proper ak,b, the phase-lag is 
cH 2N = eH 2b+6, where c is given by 
(--1) N+I (--1) b+4 
c = (2N+ 2)[ = (2b+ 8)[' (33) 
where b = 1,2,3,. . .  is the number of the &mily. 
PROOF. From Definition 2 and Remark 1 of the previous section, we can conclude that the 
phase-lag of the family of methods (24)-(29) is given as the leading term in the expansion of 
S = cos(H) - C(H) 
H2 (34) 
If we substitute the series expansion of C(H) given by (32) and the Taylor series expansion of 
cos(H) into (34), we have 
oo[  N H 2N ] __ __ ~13 b 6i ~Iw=b-ib-1 awbH2i+4 S = EN=4 (--1) ~ ~ab,b  Hs ab, bH4 ~-'~i=1 
H 2 
(~.1 -- 13 _ ~ rJ'8 1 
= . 101 ÷ 8"0 b,bab-l,bab-2, b)H12 
H 2 H 2 
2-~6 ab,bab- l,b "Jr--'-+" ( _ ~ _  13 N-4  ...al,b) H2N (--1) N+I H2 g 
H2 ÷ (~-~-~)! . (35)  
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Now, it is obvious that for proper values of ak,b, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  b, we can cancel terms of cosine 
series and then the phase-lag constant is given by (33). II 
THEOREM 8. We have 
1 
b -  1,2,... and ab,b = 182' 
1 (36) 
i= l (1 )b -1 ,  b=2,3 , . . . .  
ab-i,b = 6(2i + 7)(2i + 8)' 
For the proof, see Appendix D. 
From (36), it can be seen that for these values of a~,b, i = l(1)b, we have that 
N (_1)iH2i (37) 
C(H) = Z (2i)! 
i=0 
To find the intervals of periodicity of the family of methods (24)-(29) under the condition to 
have minimal phase-lag of order (H2N)/( (2N + 2)!), (i.e., for coefficients a~,b, i = l(1)b given 
by (36)), we can see from Theorem 1 that it must be [1 + C(H)][1 - C(H)] > 0. If we apply the 
polynomial C(H),  given by (37) to the above formula nd following the proof of Theorem 2 and 
corollary of [34, pp. 149,150], it can be seen that the intervals of periodicity for each family of 
methods are given by Table 2. 
This table is fully compatible with Table 1 of [34] for number of stages N > 4. 
Table 2. Interval of periodicity for the embedded fourth order method, b is the 
number of the family. 
b z~,b b ~o~,b 
1 21.48 2 9.53 
3 30.72 4 9.87 
5 37.08 6 9.87 
7 39.18 8 9.87 
9 39.46 i0 " 
11 39.48 12 " 
13 " 14 " 
4. ERROR EST IMATION- -LOCAL PHASE-LAG ERROR 
For the integration of systems of initial-value problems, several methods have been proposed 
for the estimation of the local truncation error (LTE) (see, for example, [38]). 
In this paper, we base our local error estimation technique on an embedded pair of integration 
methods and on the fact that when the phase-lag is minimal, then the approximation of the 
solution for the problems with an oscillatory solution is better. 
PLH We denote the solution obtained with higher phase-lag order using the family b + 1 as Yn+I  
. PLL  aa-ld then, we and the solution obtained with lower phase-lag order using the family b as un+l 
have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4. We define the local phase-lag error estimate in the lower order solution o PLL Yn+ 1 
by the quantity 
L .PL .E  PLH _ PLL  = yn+l - y.+l I" (38) 
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. PLH Under the assumption that h is sufficiently small, the local phase-lag error in ~n+l can be 
PLL  neglected compared with that in Un+l • 
Assuming that the solution Un+l  ~ PLH is obtained using the b family and the solution "t,,n+IPLL is 
obtained using b - 1 family and observing (see (11)-(13)) that the two families differ only in the 
approximation fy(xn),  it is obvious that 
- - I !  - - I !  
L .PL .E  = h 2 [Yn,b-l,b-1 -- Yn,b,b[ " (39) 
Similarly, in the case of the sixth order embedded approach assuming that the solution yPLH is 
obtained using the b family and the solution ~ PLL is obtained using the b-  1 family and observing ~n+ I 
(see (24)-(29)) that the two families differ only in the approximation fy(xn),  it is obvious that 
13 h2 _. _ .  
L .PL .E  = ~ lYn,b-l,b-1 -- Yn,b,b[ " (40) 
If the local phase-lag error of acc is requested and the step size of the integration used for the 
n th  step length is hn, the estimated step size for the (n + 1)  st  step, which would give a local 
phase-lag error of acc, must be 
(  l/q (41) hn+l = hn kL .PL .E )  ' 
where q is the order of the phase-lag. 
However, for ease of programming, we have restricted all step changes to halving and doubling. 
Thus, based on the procedure developed in [39] for the Local Truncation Error, the step control 
procedure which we have actually used is 
If L .PL .E  < acc, h,+l = 2hn, 
If 100acc > L .PL .E  >_ acc, h,~+l = hn, (42) 
hn 
If L .PL .E  >_ 100 acc, hn+l = -~- and repeat he step. (43) 
We note that the local phase-lag error estimate is in the lower order solution o PLL However, Yn+l  • 
if this error estimate is acceptable, i.e., less than acc, we adopt the widely used procedure of 
performing local extrapolation. Thus, although we are actually controlling an estimate of the 
PLH which we local error in lower phase-lag order solution Vn+l  ~PLL, it is the higher order solution sn+l 
actually accept at each point. 
Now our trick to estimate the local phase-lag error in Yn,b-1,b-1 using the phase-lag of Yn,b,b is 
clear. At every step, we start with k = 1 and go on increasing k and checking the local phase-lag 
error (L .PL .E )  until L .PL .E  be less than the bound acc (1 < k < b). If there is a k for which 
L .PL .E  < acc, then the step size is doubled; otherwise we carry out the integration. Moreover, 
when we applied our method to our computer (i486 PC or VAX 6100/VMS) we observed that, 
if the value of b was greater than 6, then (because of the round off errors) the phase-lag became 
of higher order than the precision of the computer used. 
5. NUMERICAL  I LLUSTRATIONS 
In this section, we present some numerical results to illustrate the performance ofour method. 
We consider the numerical integration of the one-dimensional SchrSdinger equation (1) with 
one boundary condition y(0) = 0, and a second boundary condition for large values of x de- 
termined by physical considerations. The precise form of this second boundary condition de- 
pends crucially on the sign of k 2. In the case where k 2 > 0, then, in general, the potential 
function V(x)  dies away faster than the term l(l + 1) /x  2, equation (1) effectively reduces to 
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1 . 4 - -  T , ~-  . . . .  , , 1 
k=l .O  and  in i t ia l  s tep  s ize = 0 .04  
- for (1), o for (2), -. for (3) and x for (4) ~- 
1.2 / /  
/ /1"  
I / 
. . j  ~ / . s - - -~  ~-"~.  \ ,  ~ ' " ~  / / ' /  
c 
O 
0.8 o o .=_ 
0 0 0 0 
0 o 
06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.4  x x 
X X X X 
X 
X X 
I I . . . . .  * . . . . .  J 
0"20 1 2 3 4 5 ~i "I 8 9 10 
Integer 1 of the centrifugal potential 
Figure 1. Times (in seconds) for the methods (1)-(4). 
y"(x) + (k 2 - (l(l + 1))/(x2))y(x) = 0, for large x. The reduced equation has linearly independent 
solutions kxj~ (kx) and kxnl (kx), where jz (kx) and nl(kx) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions, respectively. Thus the solution of equation (1) has the asymptotic form 
y(x) -~x-~oo Akxjl(kx) - Bkxnl(kx) ~-x-~oo A [sin (kx - l~) + tan Sl cos (kx -  l-~ ) ] , 
where 61 is the phase shift which may be calculated from the formula 
tan6z = y (x2) S (xl) - y (Xl) S (x2) (44) 
y c y c 
for xl and x2 distinct points in the asymptotic region with S(x) = kxjl(kx) and C(x) = 
-kxnl(kx). 
We illustrate the new methods derived in Section 3 by applying them to the solution of (1), 
where V(x) is the Lennard-Jones potential which has been widely discussed in the literature. For 
this problem, the potential V(x) is given by 
V(x) = m , where m = 500. (45) 
We solve this problem as a.n initial value one and, in order to be able to use a two-step method, 
we need an extra initial condition to be specified, e.g., Yl (= y(h)). It is well known that, for 
values of x close to the origin, the solution of (1) behaves like 
y(x) ~_ Cx TM, as x ~ O. (46) 
In view of this, we use Yl = h ~+1 as our extra initial condition. 
The problem we consider is the computation of the relevant phase shifts correct o 4 decimal 
places. We will consider four approaches: 
(1) based on the well-known variable step method of Raptis and Cash [7] 
(2) based on the variable step method of Simos [40] 
(3) based on the family of methods developed in 3.1 
(4) based on the family of methods developed in 3.2. 
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| - , i i i - I  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  l . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.5 k=5.0  and  initial s tep  size = 0.01 
- for (1), o for (2), -. for (3) and x for (4) 
:%,  
2 :/ ' \  
~, ____._---- "--~.. / \ 
71j 
.~ 1.5 o o o o o o 
o O O 
.." X X X X " ,  
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Figure 2. Times (in seconds) for the methods (1 ) - (4 ) .  
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Figure 3. Times (in seconds) for the methods (1 ) - (4 ) .  
The procedures (1) and (2) are described in [7] and [40], respectively, and are used without 
modification. The methods used in (3) and (4) are developed in Section 3 and the error control 
procedure is described in Section 4. 
In Figures 1-3, we present the real time of computation of the phase shifts correct to 4 decimal 
places. We note that, based on [39], the acc  we take for the application of the new methods is 
equal to 10 -2M, where M is the number of the required correct decimal digits. 
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6, CONCLUSIONS 
We have constructed new families of methods with an embedded automatic error control pro- 
cedure. We note that, for these two families of methods, we have proposed procedures to define 
the parameters of the methods of the families uch that the phase-lag of the methods is minimal 
(until the phase-lag became of the order of the precision of the computer used). We also note that 
these two families of embedded methods have intervals of periodicity greater than the well-known 
methods of Numerov and Cash and Raptis [1]. It can be seen from the theoretical and numerical 
results that the new methods are considerably more accurate than the other numerical methods 
we have considered for the numerical solution of the Schrhdinger equation. 
All computations were carried out on the VAX 6100/VMS of the Agricultural University of 
Athens using double precision arithmetic (16 significant digits accuracy). 
APPENDIX  A 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. To calculate the coefficients ak,b of the family of methods (12),(13), we 
have applied the above-mentioned algorithm to the test equation (4). So, we have the following 
formulae: 
Yn+I = (2 - H 2) yn - Yn-1, (47) 
~n,k ,b=Yn+ak,b  H2 [ (2 - -H2)  yn--2~n,k_l ,b],  [k= l(1)b, (48) 
H 2 
y .÷ l  - 2y~ + y . -1  = 12 [(2 - g ~) y~ + 10~.,b,b] • (49) 
Formula (49) becomes 
[ H2 (2 -  H2) 
Yn+l - 2 12 Yn + Yn-1 = - H2yn,b,b. (50) 
Based on (48), formula (50) becomes 
y~÷~ - 2 1 - - - f f  + -~ y~ + y~- i  = - H%~ - -gab,~H [(2 - g 2) yo - 2~,b_1 ,~] ,  (51) 
which is equivalent to 
[ H2 H4 ] 5 4  
Yn+l -- 2 1 -- ~ + --~ Yn + Y,~-I = ---~ab,bg [(2 -- H 2) Yn - 2~n,b-l,b] • (52) 
From the last formula, it is easy to see that 
[ H2 H4 ] 54  
C(H)y,~ --- 1 - T ÷ ~ y'~ - -~ab,bH [(2 -- H 2) Yn - 2yn,b-l,b] . (53) 
We will prove, using mathematical induction, that C(H)  in (16) is given by 
b b -1  
H 2 H a 5 H6 5 H a ~ ' ( -1P  2 ~ C(H)  = 1 - -~- ÷ -~ + -~ ab,b ÷ "-~ ab,b z_..,, , l - I  aw b H2~+2, (54) 
i=1 wmb-~ 
where ao,b = 0 and ab,b, aw,b are real numbers with b = 1, 2 . . . .  , (i.e., formula (17)), based on 
the obvious relations 
ab+l-j,b+l = ab-j,b, j = 0(1)b- 1, and b = 1,2 . . . . .  (55) 
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From (54) (for b = 1), we have: 
H 2 H 4 5 
C(H) = 1 - -7  + -~ + -~ a1,1 H 6, (56) 
while (53) for b = 1 gives 
H 2 H 4 5 H 2 H 4 5 
C(H)=I - -~-+ 24 12al '1H 4 [ (2 -H  2) -2 ]  = l -~-+~-+i -2a l , lH  6. (57) 
From (56) and (57), it is easy to see that formula (54) is true for b = 1. 
Assuming that formula (54) is true for b = m, i.e., that we have the relation 
H 2 H 4 5 5 m m-1 
c(g)  = 1 - --~ + -~ + -~ am,m H 6 "t- ~ am,m g 4 E( -1 )  i 2 i I I  aw,m g 2i+2, (58) 
i=1  w=m-- i  
it is sufficient o prove that formula (54) is true for b = m + 1 too, i.e., that we shall have the 
relation 
m-l-1 m 
H 2 H 4 5 H6 5 Ha H2i+2. c(g)  = 1 - ~ + -~ + ~ am+l,m+l + i2 am+l,m+l E (-1)i  2i YI aw,m 
i= l w=m-- i  + l 
(59) 
For b = m, (52) becomes 
y,~+l - 2 1 - y + -~- y~ + y,~-I = --Sam6 ' mH4 [(2 - H 2) y~ - 2~,~,m_l,m] , (60) 
while for b = m + 1, (52) becomes 
[ Yn+l - -  21 - --~ + -~- Yn + Y,~-I = -ham+i'm+Ill46 [(2 - H 2) Yn -- 2Yn ,m,m+l ] ,  (61) 
In order to see what the results are by going from the m-family to the m + 1-family of (12), (13), 
we get the difference of formulae (60) from formulae (61): 
5 5 
am,m H 42Yn,m-l,rn - ~ am+ l,m+ l H 42Pn,m,m+l 
5 H4 = (from the fact that am+l,m+l = am,m) -- ~ am+l,m+l 2 (Yn,m,m+l -- Yn,m--l,m) 
5 H4 [ =-~am+l,m+l 2 [yn+am,m+lH2[(2-g2) yn-2~,~,m_l,m]] 
- + am_ ,m/t  [ (2 -  - m-2,m]] ] 
5 
= (from the fact that am,m+1 = am-l,m) - -~ am+l,m+l am,m+1 (-1) 2 2 
X (Yn ,m- - l ,m+l  -- Yn,m-2 ,m)  H6 
5 m 
. . . . . .  "~am+l,m+l (-1)m-1 2 m+l H aw,m+l (Yn,l,m+l- Yn,0,m) H2m+4 
W=2 
5 m 
6 am+l,m+l (--1) m-12m+1 I I  [U- +"l,m+lH 2 
w=2 
x [ (2 -  H2) yn - 2Vn,o,m+l] -Y,~] H 2m+4 
5 (-1) m+l 2 m+1 m = -~ am+l,m+l H aw'm+lH2m+s" (62) 
w=l  
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Based on the previous, the corresponding C(H)  to the formula (61) will be given by 
H 2 H 4 m rn--1 5 5 
H 6 H 4 Y~(-1)  ~ 2 ~ aw m H 2~+2 C ( H ) = l - ---~-- + -~ + --i-~ a,~,,~ + -~ a,,~,,,~ Y I  , 
/=1 w=m-- i  1(: 
q- -2 am+l'm+l w=l aw'rn+ll"l J ~ 
m+ l r I  H 2 H 4 5 H6 5 H4 2i H2i+2. 
c(g)  = 1 - -g -  + + -i5 a. ,+l,m+l + ( -1 )  
i=1 w=m--i+l (63) 
So Theorem 3 has been proved. | 
APPENDIX  B 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. It is obvious that the use of b-family means that the truncation error 
of the cos(H) - C(H)  will be given by 
cos(H) - C(H)  = O (H2b+6), b = 1,2 . . . . .  (64) 
Based on the above relation (64), formula (17) and the Taylor series expansion for the cos(H), 
i.e., 
oo (_ l ) iH2i  (65) 
cos(H) = ~ (2i)! ' 
i=0 
we conclude that the above requirement (64) leads, for every family b with b = 1, 2 , . . . ,  to the 
following relations: 
5 ( -1)  3 12 1 1 b = 1,2 (66) 
-~ab,b 6! = 0 => ab,b-- 5 6! :=> ab,b-- 300' "'" 
and 
5 2i ( -1)  ~+a 
1-2 ( -1) i  (ab,bab-l,b... ab-i+l,bab-i,b) (2i + 6)! -- 0, i = l(1)b - 1. (67) 
Assuming that formulae (22) are true for every i < m-  1 < b -  1, using mathematical induction, 
it is sufficient o prove that formulae (22) are true also for i -- m _< b - 1. 
Relation (67) for i = m becomes 
(-1)m+ 3
1--2 (-1)m 2m (ab,bab-l,b...ab-~+l,bab-m,b) (2m + 6)! = O, (68) 
which gives 
12 1 
ab-~,b = 5 2 '~ (ab,bab-Z,b.. ab-m+l,bab-m,b) (2m + 6)! 
12 -5  6!2(2m + 4)(2m + 3) . . .  2(2.1 + 6)(2.1 + 5) 1 (69) 
5 12 2m(2m+ 6)! 2 (2m+ 5)(2m + 6)' 
So, Theorem 5 is proved. | 
REMARK 2. It can be seen that when we have obtained the parameters ai,b, i = b(-1) l ,  for every 
family b -- 1, 2 . . . ,  the parameters of the family b + 1 are known except he parameter ai,b+l. 
The value of this parameter is calculated from (22) for b = b + 1 and i = b. So we will have: 
1 
b = 1, 2 . . . . .  (70) 
ai,b+l = 2(2b + 5)(2b + 6)' 
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APPENDIX  C 
PROOF Of THEOREM 6. To calculate the coefficients ak,b of the family of methods (24)-(29), we 
have applied the above-mentioned algorithm to the test equation (4). So, we have the following 
formulae: 
~n+l=(2-g2)  yn-yn-1,  
H 2 H 2 
~n+l -~ 2yn--Yn-i -- "~ [Yn+l -~10yn n ugh-l] = 2yn--Yn-1 -- j---~ 
( H4) 
× [(2 - H 2) ~ - yo -1  + 10yn + ~-1]  --- 2 - H 2 + ~ ~ - ~_~,  
1 [5 (2 -H2+~2)Yn-5Yn- l+ I46yn-47Y ,~- I  ] 
H2 [-59 (2 - H 2) Yn + 59yn-t + 1438yn + 253yn-1] 
4992 
= 104 - -  yn--52yn-1 
H2 [(1320 + 59H 2) Yn + 312yn-1] 
4992 
_ (3  65H 2 39H4~ H 6 
] Yn--1/2 = 5-2 3 2 + -~- Yn - 3yn-1 + 20y= + 29yn-1 
H~ [41 (2 -  H2) yn -41y,~-1- 682y~ - 271yn-1] 
4995 
(2  13H2 65H4~ (1  H 6 ) 
= + ~ + 4992 ] Yn + + -~ Yn-1, (71) 
] Y,~,k,b = Y~ -- ak,b H 2 6 + --~ y~ - 6~n,k_l, b , I k = 1(1)b, 
Yn+l - 2yn + Yn-1 = - 6---0 2 - H ~ + --~ Yn - Yn-1 + 26yn,b,b + Yn-1 
-~16(Yn+l/2TYn-1/2) l 
=-6--O 2 -H2+-~ yn+16 2 -H2+ 4992 j 
XYn + 26yn--26ab,bH2 [ (6 + ~8 ) Yn--6Yn,k-l,b]] 
( H2 H4 H6 2 ~ =26 Y,~+I -- 2 1 -- + y,~ + Yn-1 -~ t~Uab,bH4 
x [ (6÷~8)Yn--6~n,b_Lb ]. (72) 
From the last formula, it is easy to see that 
[ ] C'(H)y.  = 1 - --if- + 24 7~0 yn + "g-dab,bg 6 + 2g" y" - 6~n,b-~,b • (73) 
We will prove, using mathematical induction, that formula C(H) in (16) is given by 
H 2 H 4 H 8 13 HS 13 4 b b-1 
C(H) = 1 - -~  + 24 720 + 2 -~ ab,b + 2 -~ ab,b g E 6~ H aw,b g 2{+4, (74) 
i=1 w=b-i 
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where ao,b = 0 and ab,b, aw,b are real numbers with b -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  (i.e., formula (32)), based on 
the obvious relations 
ab+l-j,b+l = ab-j,b, j = 0(1)b -  1, and b = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (75) 
From (74) (for b - 1), we have 
H 2 H 4 H 6 13 
C(H) = 1 - -~  + 24 72--0 + 2 -~ a1,1H s, (76) 
while (73) for b = 1 gives 
H 2 H 4 H 6 13 
C(H) = 1 - -~-  + 24 720 + ~ 81,1 H s. (77) 
From (76) and (77), it is easy to see that  formula (74) is true for b = 1. 
Assuming that  formula (74) is true for b = m with m > 1, i.e., that  we have the relation 
m m-1  
H 2 H 4 H 6 13 13 H 2i+4, (78) 
C(H)=I - -~-+ 24 72- -O+2-~am'mgS+2~gam'mH4~ 6i H a~,,m 
i=l w=m--i 
it is sufficient to prove that  formula (74) is true, also, for b = m + 1, i.e., that  we will have the 
relation 
H 2 H 4 H 6 
C(H) = 1 - -~-  + 24 720 
13 13 rn+l m 
+ 2--~ am+l'm+l HS + 2 -~ am+l'm+l H4 ~ 6i [ I  aw,m+l g 2i+4. (79) 
i=1  w=rn--iq-1 
For b = m, (72) becomes 
y .+, -2  1- -~-+ 24 ~6 Y"+Y~-I=g6 m,m 6+-gg Y~--6~,m_l,~, (80) 
while for b = m + 1, (72) becomes: 
Yn+l - 2 1 - -~-  + 24 ~ Yn + Yn-1 = -~am+l,rn+lH 6 + -~ Y,~ - 6Y.,m,m+l •
(81) 
In order to see what  the results are by going from the m-family to the m + 1-family of (24)-(29), 
we get the difference of formula (80) from formula (81): 
26 - - 6Yn,m- 1,m] 6_~arn+l,m+lH4[(6+~8)Yn_6_~,~,m,m+l] 26 4 
2 
= 2-~6~ am+, m+l H46(-1) (Yr~,~,,n+l - Yr,,m-I,~) 
DU 
26 r . r4  ~ [Yn -- am,m+ l H 2 Yn 
-F -~ am+l,m+l 6 Yn - am-l,m H2 6 + "-~ Yn - 6Yn,m-2,m 
26 62 =--g6a~+~,m+~a~,~+~ ( ,m-~,,~+t-~n,m-~,,~) H 6" 
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After straightforward calculations, we have that the above formula is equal to 
26 6m+1 l~ aw,m+l 60 am+l'm+l (Yn,l,m+l -- Yn,O,m) H2m+4 
w~2 
26 6m+l f i  aw,m+l , 60 am+ l'm+ l w=2 [ [yn - al m H2 [ (6 q- ~8 ) Yn - 6Yn,o,m+ l ] J - Yn] H2m+4 
26 6m+lH 2m+1° m (82) 
-- 2880 am+l,m+l 1-I aw,m+l. 
w~l 
Based on the previous formula (82), the C(H) corresponding to the formula (81) is given by: 
m m-1 H 2 H 4 H 6 13 13 H2~+ 4
C(H)= I - -~-+ 24 720 + 2-~am,mHS +2-~am,mH4 E6 i  1-I aw,m 
i=1 w=m--i 
13 6m+lH 2m+lO m ) "-~ ~ am+i,m+l 1-I aw,m+l " 
w=l 
So we have 
H 2 H 4 H e 13 
C(H) = 1 - T + 24 72o + ~ am+l , ,~+lH s 
13 m+l m 
+~am+l,m+lH4 E 6~ I~ aw,mH 2i+S. (83) 
i=1 w~n'~--i+l 
So Theorem 6 has been proved. | 
APPENDIX  D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8. We require the following relation: 
cos(H) - c(g) = O(H2b+S), b = 1, 2 , . . . .  (84) 
Based on the above relation (84), the formula (32) and the Taylor series expansion for the 
cos(H), i.e., 
oo (_ l ) iH2i  (85) 
cos(H) 
(2 i ) !  ' i=0 
we conclude that the above requirement (84) leads, for every family b with b = 1, 2 , . . . ,  to the 
following relations: 
13 ( -1)  4 28801 1 b = 1, 2,. (86) 
2880 ab'b 8! = 0 =~ ab,b = 1----3- 8~ =~ ab,b = 182' '" 
and 
(--1) i+4 
13 6 i (ab-l,b ab-i+l,b) ab-i,b (2i + 8)! - 0, i = l(1)b - 1. (87) 2880 ab,b ... - -  
Assuming that the formulae (36) are true for every i < m - 1 < b - 1, using mathematical 
induction, it is sufficient o prove that the formulae (36) are true for i = m < b -  1, with b = 
2 ,3 , . . . .  
The (87) for i = m becomes 
(-1)m+4 
28801---~'3 am (ab,bab-l,b... ab-m+l,bab-m,b) (2m + 8)[ ---- 0. (88) 
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From the above relation, we have 
13 2880 8!6(2m+ 6)(2m +5) . . .6 (2 .1+ 8)(2.1 + 7) 1 
ab-m,b -- 2880 13 6m(2m + 8)! = 6(2m + 7)(2m + 8)" (89) 
So, Theorem 8 is proved. | 
REMAFtK 3. For every new family b+l ,  we know the values of all parameters ai,b+l i = b+l ( -1 ) l ,  
from the relations 
a~+l,b+l = ai,b, i = b ( -1 ) l ,  (90) 
while the value of the remaining parameter ai,b+l is taken from (36) by putt ing b+ 1 instead of b 
and b instead of i; that  is 
1 
b = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (91) 
ai,b+l = 6(2b+ 7)(2b+ 8)' 
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